“One of the best presenters we have had in the school”
- Amber Guenther, Science Teacher
Kelvington High School

TORNADO HUNTERS

Book a School Presentation Today!

Storm Safety | How to Read Weather | Severe Weather Education

Our Best Stories, Photos and Videos from the Field
Severe Weather

Extreme weather is hitting the headlines on a more regular basis. It seems like the natural disasters, heat waves, cold snaps and all of mother-nature’s extremes are at the forefront of public consciousness every day.

The earth sciences and the physical world around us are both awe inspiring and confounding at the same time. Science allows us the opportunity to understand these physical forces and make sense of an otherwise chaotic world.

What does this mean to educators?

Presentations: The Tornado Hunters offer dynamic, entertaining and educational talks

- Extreme weather topics and the science behind them
- Storm Development and its life cycles
- A brief introduction to reading weather and radar imagery
- Storm safety and how to prepare for different scenarios
- Our best storm chasing stories, images and videos
  - We were caught inside the world’s largest tornado! And we have video!
  - One of the few teams to ever see twin tornadoes
  - What’s it like to drive through grapefruit size hail? We have video!
The Details

The goal of these presentations is to educate and entertain students by bringing our knowledge and personal stories into the discussion. The team would love to come to your school and share their knowledge and passion with your students.

Time Frame
- Presentations are designed to run up to an hour
- Discussions will cover content with time for Q & A at the end

Suitability
- Material is tailored to the age group
- Presentations available for all grades

Pricing
- One Classroom | $200 + GST
- Assembly | $500 + GST
- Full Day - 5 Classrooms | $800 + GST
- Mileage charges apply to areas outside 30 km radius of Regina. Mileage costs can be split between several schools in close proximity

Contact
To book a presentation please contact Tracy Lalonde at:
(e) tracy@tornadohunter.ca
(p) 306.370.7360

Creelman, Saskatchewan
July 7, 2012
Massive Rotating Supercell